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Funny Tennis Notebooks for tennis player, tennis coach and tennis lover. You love to
play tennis and the tennis sports? Get this cool tennis gift Logbook Journal for the next
tennis tournament and tennis match on the court. Perfect tennis accessories for tennis
racket, tennis ball and tennis outfit. format: 6x9" 120 dotgrid pages cream paper
What is Gotcha Capitalism? Coughing up $4 fees for ATM transactions. Iron-clad cell
phone contracts you can’t get out of with a crowbar. Paying big bucks for insurance
you don’t need on a rental car or forking over $20 a day for supposedly “free” wireless
internet. Every day we use banks, cell phones, and credit cards. Every day we book
hotels and airline tickets. And every day we get ripped off. How? Here are just a few
examples of how big business can get you: • You didn’t fill up the rental car with gas?
Gotcha! Gas costs $7 a gallon here. • Your bank balance fell to $999.99 for one day?
Gotcha! That’ll be $12. • You miss one payment on that 18-month same-as-cash loan?
Gotcha! That’ll be $512 extra. • You’re one day late on that electric bill? Gotcha! All
your credit cards now have a 29.99% interest rate. But not for much longer. In Gotcha
Capitalism, MSNBC.com’s “Red Tape Chronicles” columnist Bob Sullivan exposes the
ways we’re all cheated by big business, and teaches us how to get our money
back–proven strategies that can help you save more than $1,000 a year. From the
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Trade Paperback edition.
Marissa has led the life of a successful news anchor for ET News in Ramses, Egypt, for
about five years now. All was going well for this reporter until Moses came to town.
Upon his arrival, she felt a stirring, a dissatisfaction, trouble in her soul. A stranger by
the name of Moses has shown up recently in Goshen, Egypt. Is this the Moses of old,
the one who committed murder and ran? Assigned to do a documentary on Moses,
Marissa plans on receiving her coveted Emmy. If only she had used her reporter’s
nose for what lied ahead of her to gain that Emmy. As her beloved pharaoh finds
himself doing battle with this Moses she’s been assigned to, does she stay loyal to
Pharaoh? If so, what price would she pay? Marissa never dreamed of how her life and
the lives of all those in Egypt would change the day this man called Moses came to
town. How did Egypt’s beloved pharaoh become a victim of this Moses and his
unknown God? Only time will tell.
From Frankenstein to futuristic feminist utopias, Decoding Gender in Science Fiction
examines the ways science fiction writers have incorporated, explored, and revised
conventional notions of sexual difference. Attebery traces a fascinating history of men's
and women's writing that covertly or overtly investigates conceptions of gender,
suggesting new perspectives on the genre.
Law is a core subject of the social work degree and this title introduces students to the
complexities and challenges of this subject. Now in its fifth edition, this well-established
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book looks at how the law in England and Wales interacts with key aspects of practice
such as human rights, mental health, youth justice and community care. Fully-revised to
include new information on youth justice, this text is essential reading for all social work
students. The implications of the Social Work Task Force and ongoing changes to
social work practice are also discussed and reflected upon.
See You in CourtA Trial Attorney's Look At Crazy Cases, Ludicrous Lawyering and
Dubious DecisionsAuthorHouseSee You In Court! How to make a small
claimLulu.comSee You in CourtA Social Worker's Guide to Presenting Evidence in
Care ProceedingsJessica Kingsley Publishers
This collection will appeal to everyone who has ever wondered about the origin of
phrases like "all part of life's rich pattern" and "long time no see". It covers a wide range
of catch phrases in current use in all parts of the English-speaking world. Most entries
are drawn from the second edition of Eric Partridge's Dictionary of Catch Phrases
(second edition, edited by Paul Beale), but have been completely rewritten in the light
of recent research, and there are many additions. Catch Phrases include: close your
eyes and think of England! have I got news for you! ... refreshes the parts that other ...
cannot reach some mothers do'ave'em! you are awful, but I like you.
The American Civil Liberties Union partners with award-winning authors Michael
Chabon and Ayelet Waldman in this “forceful, beautifully written” (Associated Press)
collection that brings together many of our greatest living writers, each contributing an
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original piece inspired by a historic ACLU case. On January 19, 1920, a small group of
idealists and visionaries, including Helen Keller, Jane Addams, Roger Baldwin, and
Crystal Eastman, founded the American Civil Liberties Union. A century after its
creation, the ACLU remains the nation’s premier defender of the rights and freedoms
guaranteed by the Constitution. In collaboration with the ACLU, authors Michael
Chabon and Ayelet Waldman have curated an anthology of essays “full of struggle,
emotion, fear, resilience, hope, and triumph” (Los Angeles Review of Books) about
landmark cases in the organization’s one-hundred-year history. Fight of the Century
takes you inside the trials and the stories that have shaped modern life. Some of the
most prominent cases that the ACLU has been involved in—Brown v. Board of
Education, Roe v. Wade, Miranda v. Arizona—need little introduction. Others you may
never even have heard of, yet their outcomes quietly defined the world we live in now.
Familiar or little-known, each case springs to vivid life in the hands of the acclaimed
writers who dive into the history, narrate their personal experiences, and debate the
questions at the heart of each issue. Hector Tobar introduces us to Ernesto Miranda,
the felon whose wrongful conviction inspired the now-iconic Miranda rights—which the
police would later read to the man suspected of killing him. Yaa Gyasi confronts the
legacy of Brown v. Board of Education, in which the ACLU submitted a friend of- thecourt brief questioning why a nation that has sent men to the moon still has public
schools so unequal that they may as well be on different planets. True to the ACLU’s
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spirit of principled dissent, Scott Turow offers a blistering critique of the ACLU’s stance
on campaign finance. These powerful stories, along with essays from Neil Gaiman,
Meg Wolitzer, Salman Rushdie, Ann Patchett, Viet Thanh Nguyen, Louise Erdrich,
George Saunders, and many more, remind us that the issues the ACLU has engaged
over the past one hundred years remain as vital as ever today, and that we can never
take our liberties for granted. Chabon and Waldman are donating their advance to the
ACLU and the contributors are forgoing payment.
A spin-off from the N.S.O.H. series. Animals do have rights. It took an endless amount
of wit and pranks to convince a Jury the pet characters need to live their own lives.
When I started to write the novel NOTTINGHAM HARBOR it was to just be a fictional
crime novel set in northern New England. After working on the story and reading about
the DNA analysis stories I realized the novel had a very significant purpose. It was and
is the story of how to catch serial rapist after law enforcement has the results from the
DNA analysis. The story is about a task force attempting to identify a number of rapist.
DNA does not identify the criminal. The FBI maintains a database called CODIS. This is
a database of DNA of persons convicted of crimes. Unless a person has been
convicted of a crime their DNA is NOT in CODIS. The Author, Jack Lorenz, of
NOTTINGHAM HARBOR fully agrees with this legal restriction. When the DNA from the
rape kits is determined very few of the results match the DNA in CODIS. Rape is a
unique type of crime. Most criminals do NOT rape in addition to other crimes. So very
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few rapist are in the CODIS database. So in a number of jurisdictions where several
hundred to a thousand rape kits have been analyzed only two or three rapist are
identified. The secondary problem is that the serial rapists move from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction and only rape once in each jurisdiction. It is very difficult to identify the rapist
with the information from only one case. Use of the physical characteristics of the
criminal and the DNA must be used to tie cases together. This is what the team of
Mattie Greene, the mathematics teacher, and Sergeant Bill Simpson do in
NOTTINGHAM HARBOR. They find a common denominator between the cases with
regard to the identity of the rapist. Since rapists like other people must reside, work, eat
and drink at physical places, these types of information can be used to identify the
specific person. The techniques in the fictional story are the methods required in the
real world to catch these dangerous criminals. DNA will not catch but a few rapists.
There may be as many as 2000 rapists running around North America. They rape
randomly on the streets of this country and Canada. The police and district attorneys in
United States must work across jurisdictional lines as in NOTTINGHAM HARBOR.
Beside a good story the novel has a higher purpose. It explains how to identify and
catch these violent criminals. The other fact about these criminals is some of them are
murders in addition to being rapists. If you are victim of a rape, then you need to urge
the local police to work with other jurisdictions and using technique similar those in
NOTTINGHAM HARBOR identify and catch the rapist. This is the purpose of the novel
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in addition to being a good story. Enjoy the novel.
In this electrifying bestseller, the shrewd and voluble trial lawyer Louis Nizer, who made
a long career of representing famous people in famous cases, recounts some of his
significant civil and criminal cases. Nizer rose to national fame with his real-life
accounts of tension-filled courtrooms and the fervor of the advocate, and “My Life in
Court” proved to be no exception: it rose to the top of the Times’s best-seller list on its
publication in 1961 and logged 72 weeks as a sales leader. The book is an in-depth
collection of some of Mr. Nizer’s court case success stories, including his client
Quentin Reynolds’ famous libel action against the columnist Westbrook Pegler, which
would also become the basis of the 1963 Broadway play “A Case of Libel.” Praised by
critics as “entertaining and philosophically instructive, an unusual combination,”
Nizer’s movie-like plots of real-life courtroom drama will keep you captivated until the
very last page.
This book offers a critically informed yet relaxed historical overview of the legal thriller,
a unique contribution to crime fiction where most of the titles have been written by
professionals such as lawyers and judges. The legal thriller typically uses court trials as
the suspense-creating background for presenting legal issues reflecting a wide range of
concerns, from corporate conflicts to private concerns, all in a dramatic but highly
informed manner. With authors primarily from the USA and the UK, the genre is one
which nonetheless enjoys a global reading audience. As well as providing a survey of
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the legal thriller, this book takes a gender–focused approach to analyzing recently
published titles within the field. It also argues for the fascination of the legal thriller both
in the way its narrative pattern parallels that of an actual court trial, and by the way it
reflects, frequently quite critically, the concerns of contemporary society.
Apache Patch` is a novel based on a theme I have used in seven other westerns I have
written about the United States Marshal Service. A concept where the Marshal Service
was one of the two major arms in establishing law and order as we know it today. The
other aim was a strong judiciary working in concert with the Marshals. This
collaboration was a determined, calculated effort to cripple lawlessness in a developing
nation, not just The Wild West, and to finally establish justice on the local level, with
local control. The concept evolved to have Marshals at large, involved in any
occupation, and to act as ombudsmen, amicus curiae or as a law officer when they saw
the need, anywhere, and anytime. No matter what they were pursuing, they were to
wear their badges at all times, one over their heart and one on their holster, and they
were to be compensated as a United States Marshal all of their lives. KT Pritchard is
the main character, who as a young man gives up being a Sheriff in a small Kansas
town to move on with his life to fulfill a desire to be a rancher. He decides to head for
Apache`Patch, an enclave of the Apache`Nation in an area of lush grass and plentiful
water in southwest Missouri that follows the course of the White River. KT is visited by
events that eventually finds him taking on the role of United States Marshal at large. He
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is summoned to such service by the persuasive and inspired personality of one William
Winfield Webster, Chief United States Marshal. He is sustained by one Cornielius Bidel,
leading Judge of the Fifth Federal District Court of Kansas City. A bureaucratic
governmental plan fraught with inevitable flaws, difficulties and problems, even though
a praiseworthy attempt to right a wrong, is devised. This is in an attempt to make
restitution to the hostile British, Hereford cattle breeders, for the cattle lost on the open
ranges after they were introduced by the British, at the request of the President of the
United States. A massive herd, twenty thousand head, is initiated at Apache`Patch.
These cattle are to be driven north and combined with two more herds of twenty
thousand and eventually concentrated for the British at a ranch established at Tryon,
Nebraska. Mary Marguerite Eagle, know as Ramrod, daughter of Screaming Eagle, an
Apache`Chief, is in charge of the cattle operation for the Apache`Nation in
Apache`Patch. She becomes the ramrod of the Nation's cattle which by agreement
become the nucleus for the governmental plan under the direction of Marshal KT
Pritchard. A love affair develops between the two after they meet and together deal with
the daily trials, tribulations and adversities of the trail and the plan. The story introduces
the reader to many memorable characters who helped build the west, and in doing so,
the nation. The novel tells from my heart and experience, of quintessential love, twisted
and coiled bigotry and the indomitable spirit of the men and women who pioneered the
west. Values shared by any human being are incorporated throughout the storytelling,
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thereby enabling the reader's minds-eye to see and hear more than the written word.
The reign of Big Tech is here, and Americans’ First Amendment rights hang by a
keystroke. Amassing unimaginable amounts of personal data, giants like Google,
Facebook, Amazon, and Apple—once symbols of American ingenuity and freedom—have
become a techno-oligarchy with overwhelming economic and political power. Decades
of unchecked data collection have given Big Tech more targeted control over
Americans’ daily lives than any company or government in the world. In The Tyranny of
Big Tech, Senator Josh Hawley of Missouri argues that these megacorporations—controlled by the robber barons of the modern era—are the gravest threat
to American liberty in decades. To reverse course, Hawley argues, we must correct
progressives’ mistakes of the past. That means recovering the link between liberty and
democratic participation, building an economy that makes the working class strong,
independent, and beholden to no one, and curbing the influence of corporate and
political elites. Big Tech and its allies do not deal gently with those who cross them, and
Senator Hawley proudly bears his own battle scars. But hubris is dangerous. The time
is ripe to overcome the tyranny of Big Tech by reshaping the business and legal
landscape of the digital world.

Explains the origins and meanings of popular phrases
A riveting chronicle of trailblazing tennis champion and cultural icon Serena
Williams’s turbulent 2019 tour season and a revealing portrait of who she is, both
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on and off the court. Serena Williams is an undisputed global sports celebrity.
Ranked #12 on ESPN’s 2018 World Fame 100 list of popular athletes, thirtyseven-year-old Serena Williams is the only female in the top 20, and she’s one
of the highest paid athletes in the world. The face of women’s tennis for the past
two decades, Serena is now waging battles on multiple fronts—against age,
injuries, and opponents almost twenty years her junior, all while juggling her
responsibilities as a new mom. Seeing Serena is an in-depth chronicle of Serena
Williams’ return to tennis after giving birth to her daughter, and an insightful
cultural analysis of the most consequential female athlete of her time. Author
Gerald Marzorati shadows her through her 2019 season, from Melbourne and the
Australian Open, to Roland-Garros and Wimbledon, and on to the US Open as
she seeks her 24th Grand Slam singles title. He writers about her tennis and her
forays into fashion, investing, and developing her personal brand on social
media. Seeing Serena illuminates Williams’s singular status as the greatest
women’s tennis player of all time and—in a moment when race and gender are
the most talked-about topics in America and beyond—a pop icon like no other.
Marzorati is on the scene, observing her matches, and talking to her, her coach,
her competitors, and former greats who have witnessed her for years. He
observes her, listens to her, studies her, explores her roles in society and
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history—sees Serena fully, in all the ways she has come to matter.
This is a dictionary of the language of the law as used in America today. Most of
this dictionary is written in ordinary English. Most of the words that lawyers use in
writing and talking about the law are the ordinary words that fill the dictionaries of
the English language. They have a place in this dictionary when the law gives
them a specialized sense; or to emphasize that there is none. Too often an
apparent change in sense results not from the law but from bad grammar or
redundancy; or from an unsorted host of possible meanings jumbled together and
left to the vagaries of interpretation. At the other extreme, individual cases, each
walled in by its own distinctive facts and law, may give an immaculately narrowed
sense, but neither generalized definition nor standards for the gradation of sense
that is the essence of clear usage. A small number of citations to cases of special
relevance to word usage are included in this dictionary. The citation count does
not measure the indebtedness of this dictionary to old and current sources of
American legal usage. The definitions and examples of usage in this dictionary
have roots in the law reports of thousands of litigated cases; in law writings
formal and informal, profound and trivial; in the talk of lawyers and judges in court
and out--the formal and the informal--colloquial and slangy, talk that is precise
and talk that is mush; in a long line of dictionaries past and present--law
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dictionaries, and dictionaries of English and its usage. Drawing from all those
sources, the definitions and examples are shaped by more than a half-century of
personal immersion in the oral and written language of the law, as law student,
practicing lawyer, professor, and writer. And something has been added. This
dictionary is designed to sort out the words used in the law, and to identify the
different senses in which each is used, and can be used. With cross-reference, it
tells how words are related to each other and separated for each other, so that
discrimination and choice of usage are possible. Words are grouped together as
identical, similar, disparate, departing from or paralleling the usages of ordinary
English. Where usage is not uniform, the dictionary comments on what is better,
best, and worst. The dictionary concentrates on general legal usage for a
profession practicing in the American common law tradition . . . The dictionary
does not detail the multitude of other jurisdictional variations, but calls attention to
the fact of variation. Although the distinction is often difficult to make, this is a
word dictionary, not a short legal encyclopedia. Technicalities in general legal
usage are included, but not the intricacies of learning in specialized fields of the
law. There is no standard legal pronunciation. Pronunciation is included here
when it is unusual, exotic, controversial, or needed to prevent confusion.
Pronunciation is rendered in simplified phonetics. American law dictionaries go
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back to 1839. This one is new and different. --David Mellinkoff, from the Preface
Distressing, disturbing, devastatingly detailed--this examination of how modern
laws are diminishing America exposes the drawbacks of rule-bound government,
tells why nothing gets done, reveals the phony pretensions of law, and shows
why well-intentioned laws have actually devalued rights. In short, this book
demonstrates how the buck never stops and how well-meaning laws are creating
a nation of enemies.--From publisher description.
I take it back! How many times in life does a man or women utter these words?
When we say something stupid or hateful, then we often ask for forgiveness and
take it back. Sharp and piercing words stick in the mind like a coffee stain on a
white shirt it never totally goes away. If these same words are used regarding the
life that a man or woman has lived, is the effect any different? The answer is
obvious: forgiveness may come from an apology, but in life there is no do-overs,
only chan
'See You In Court' answers questions frequently asked by social workers in real
cases, and gives information on court structures, basic rules of evidence, the
roles of those involved in the proceedings, and court etiquette. The process of
giving evidenceis discussed, including how to deal with cross-examination.
For people dealing with a personal injury claim, a landlord-tenant dispute, a small
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business scrape or any of the dozens of other possible legal muddles, this book
points the way through the complex court system. The book also ncludes a
chapter dealing with the specifics of handling a divorce, child custody or child
support action.Written in plain English, Represent Yourself in Court breaks down
the trial process into easy-to-understand steps so that you can act as your own
lawyer -- safely and efficiently. Veteran attorneys Bergman and Berman-Barrett
tell you what to say, how to say it, even where to stand when you address the
judge and jury.Armed with the simple but thorough instructions in Represent
Yourself in Court, you can be heard and taken seriously in any courtroom.
Readers learn how to: „X file court papers „X handle depositions and
interrogatories „X comply with courtroom procedures „X pick a jury „X prepare
your evidence and line up witnesses „X present your opening statement and
closing argument „X cross-examine hostile witnesses „X understand and apply
rules of evidence „X locate, hire and effectively use expert witnesses „X make
and respond to your opponent's objections „X get limited help from an attorney
on an as-needed basis „X monitor the work of an attorney if you decide to hire
one Whether you are a plaintiff or a defendant, this book will help you confidently
handle a divorce, personal injury case, landlord/tenant dispute, breach of
contract, small business dispute or any other civil lawsuit.
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Know someone with an antwacky stem-winder? Heard the Band of Hope Street? Ever been on
a vinegar trip? Do you jangle? Ever met a Cunard yank in the Dingle? Could you pay for a
dodger with a joey? Have you heard a maccyowler in a jigger? The Liverpool English
Dictionary records the rich vocabulary that has evolved over the past century and a half, as
part of the complex, stratified, multi-faceted and changing culture of this singular city. With over
2,000 entries from 'Abbadabba' to 'Z-Cars', the roots/routes, meanings and histories of the
words of Liverpool are presented in a concise, clear and accessible format. Born and bred in
Liverpool, Professor Tony Crowley has spent over thirty years compiling this bold and
innovative dictionary, investigating historical lexicons, sociological studies, works of history,
local newspapers, popular cultural representations, and, most importantly, the extensive 'lost'
literature of the city. Illuminating, often remarkable, and always enjoyable, this book transforms
our understanding of the history of language in Liverpool.
BLACK ENTERPRISE is the ultimate source for wealth creation for African American
professionals, entrepreneurs and corporate executives. Every month, BLACK ENTERPRISE
delivers timely, useful information on careers, small business and personal finance.
Real advice you can trust and use in small claims court When every other method to collect
has failed, a small claim isthe right remedy to seek. If you're looking at either prosecutingor
defending in a small claims court, with or without an attorney,the information presented in
Filing & Winning Small ClaimsFor Dummies is indispensable. The nuances of small claims
courts vary from state to state, butthe basic approach in preparing and presenting a small
claims caseis extremely uniform no matter where you are. Regardless of stateor circumstance,
you can find, trust, and use the info in Filing& Winning Small Claims For Dummies to prepare
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yourself foryour court date. You'll find everything you need to knowincluding establishing a
case, settling or mediating adispute, fees, applications, and other paperwork, statues
oflimitations, securing witnesses and experts, preparing for court,filing for appeal, case studies
and more. Filing & WinningSmall Claims For Dummies also includes the most
currentinformation and resources on specific laws, statues, dollar limits,and procedures.
Includes the most current information and resources on specificlaws, statues, dollar limits, and
procedures Offers practical information on securing witnesses andexperts Complemented with
real-world examples of small claims courtcases If you're headed to small claims court, either as
a plaintiff ora defendant, you'll want Filing & Winning Small Claims ForDummies in your corner!
The conflicts of the past, come to plague the present, as ancient forces of religion, and science
clash, in the sleepy community of Westfall. The ultimate victim in this battle, may be humanity.
The prize these forces seek, is nothing less than control of the human mind. For generations,
the mysterious Society has worked toward this single goal, using the religious cabal, the
Congregation, as it’s foot soldiers. Now, the Congregation has plans of it’s own, revenge. As
these two forces are propelled toward a final showdown, violence flares, threatening the lives
of the inhabitants, and the country. Local attorney, James Ellis is drawn into this battle, when
he impulsively tries to save the life of a child one night, wondering in the local cemetery. His
actions catapult him into the center of the conflict, a maze of revenge, and murder. From the
moment he acts, his life, and his world are changed forever. The quiet town, has become a
battle field. Desperately, he searches for answers, and a way to stop the violence. The truth,
ultimately revealed to him, is not what he expected, or was prepared to accept.
How Conservatives have created a litigious society in which Americans have no recourse but
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to sue one another.
Now fully revised and updated, See You in Court is an accessible guide for social workers on
being a witness in care proceedings. This book de-mystifies the court system explaining court
structures and procedures, roles and responsibilities and basic rules of evidence. It considers
how to present effective written evidence as well as preparing for the court day itself. It
answers questions frequently asked by social workers on how to present oral evidence
including how to deal with cross-examination. The material is supported by case studies and
checklists. Updates to the second edition reflect recent changes to the family court system, a
revised Public Law Outline and the increased recognition of social workers as experts in their
own right. An essential addition to every social worker's bookshelf, particularly those working
with children and families.
Great design to fit your style. 105 pages in softcover. One week on one double page. For all
appointments, notes and tasks you want to note down and not forget. For 1 year - 52 weeks.
Universal calendar for every year possible and also to start during the year. Date can be
entered manually. 10 date fields per day and one note field.
Established in 1911, The Rotarian is the official magazine of Rotary International and is
circulated worldwide. Each issue contains feature articles, columns, and departments about, or
of interest to, Rotarians. Seventeen Nobel Prize winners and 19 Pulitzer Prize winners – from
Mahatma Ghandi to Kurt Vonnegut Jr. – have written for the magazine.
How well do you know the people closest to you? Hannah, Adam and adorable young Sydney
Wickes are living under assumed identities in West Philadelphia. Although she’s found it hard
to adjust to life in the city, at least Hannah and her family are safe and slowly beginning to build
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new lives for themselves. But all that changes when an unexpected tragedy throws the harsh
spotlight of publicity onto the Wickes family, putting them in serious danger. Because Hannah
and those she loves are hiding a dark secret in their past, a secret that has torn their lives
apart. For what do you do when the person you should love the most poses the greatest
threat? The Wickes’ sinister family secret is destined to catch up with them – with terrifying
consequences.
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource for information on
legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in
solving lawyer malpractice cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions
questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of Professional Conduct are
followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and provide suggestions
for its practical application. The Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a variety of given
situations, review those instances where discretionary action is possible, and define the nature
of the relationship between you and your clients, colleagues and the courts.
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